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Safety in the process industries is critical for those who work with chemicals and hazardous
substances or processes. The field of loss prevention is, and continues to be, of supreme
importance to countless companies, municipalities and governments around the world, and
Lees’ is a detailed reference to defending against hazards. Recognized as the standard work
for chemical and process engineering safety professionals, it provides the most complete
collection of information on the theory, practice, design elements, equipment, regulations and
laws covering the field of process safety. An entire library of alternative books (and crossreferencing systems) would be needed to replace or improve upon it, but everything of
importance to safety professionals, engineers and managers can be found in this allencompassing three volume reference instead. The process safety encyclopedia, trusted
worldwide for over 30 years Now available in print and online, to aid searchability and
portability Over 3,600 print pages cover the full scope of process safety and loss prevention,
compiling theory, practice, standards, legislation, case studies and lessons learned in one
resource as opposed to multiple sources
With chapters culled from the acclaimed Bridge Engineering Handbook, Bridge Engineering:
Substructure Design focuses on the various components comprising and affecting bridge
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substructures. These include bearings, piers and columns, towers, abutments and retaining
structures, footings and foundations, and bridge hydraulics. For each component, the
contributing author addresses the various types of that component, discusses specific
selection or design criteria, and provides thorough references. Other relevant topics studied in
this volume include geotechnical considerations, such as field exploration techniques and site
characterization, and designing bridges to minimize the potential for and damage resulting
from vessel collisions.

Accident records show that sooner or later hindrances near a waterway will be hit by
ships, be it navigation marks, bridge structures, reefs or shallows. With this background
modelling and analysis of ship collisions to bridge structures have an increasing
importance as the basis for rational decision making in connection with planning, design
and construction of bridges over navigable waters. The International Symposium on
Ship Collision Analysis focuses on advances in accident analysis, collision prevention
and protective measures. The publication Ship Collision Analysis, Proceedings of the
1998 International Symposium, presents the papers of international experts in ship
collision analysis and structural design. The contributions give the state of the art and
point to future development trends with in the focus areas.
An international team of experts has joined forces to produce the Bridge Engineering
Handbook. They address all facets-the planning, design, inspection, construction, and
maintenance of a variety of bridge structures-creating a must-have resource for every
bridge engineer. This unique, comprehensive reference provides the means to review
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standard practices and keep abreast of new developments and state-of-the-art
practices. Comprising 67 chapters in seven sections, the authors present:
Fundamentals: Provides the basic concepts and theory of bridge engineering
Superstructure Design: Discusses all types of bridges Substructure Design: Addresses
columns, piers, abutments, and foundations Seismic Design: Presents the latest in
seismic bridge design Construction and Maintenance: Focuses on the practical issues
of bridge structures Special Topics: Offers new and important information and unique
solutions Worldwide Practice: Summarizes bridge engineering practices around the
world. Discover virtually all you need to know about any type of bridge: Reinforced,
Segmental, and Prestressed Concrete Steel beam and plate girder Steel box girder
Orthotropic deck Horizontally curved Truss Arch Suspension Cable-stayed Timber
Movable Floating Railroad Special attention is given to rehabilitation, retrofit, and
maintenance, and the Bridge Engineering Handbook offers over 1,600 tables, charts,
and illustrations in ready-to-use format. An abundance of worked-out examples give
readers step-by-step design procedures and the section on Worldwide Practice
provides a broad and valuable perspective on the "big picture" of bridge engineering.

Considers (87) S. 2313, (87) S. 2314.
Business and Economics of Port Management is a comprehensive but concise
textbook and reference for insights into the workings of port industry from the
business and economics perspectives. The book examines port management
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from various entities which include the government, port operator, shipping line,
logistics companies and other port service providers. It provides in-depth
discussions on strategic issues, challenges and disruptions that are faced by this
industry. Given the uniqueness of each port and international nature of the port
business, the book comes with useful case studies and lessons from different
port regions around the world. Key lessons on challenges and issues faced by
port managers, developers and regulators are highlighted and discussed using a
combination of professional insights and publicly available information sources.
The aim is to illustrate the decision-making process with the purpose of
contributing to better outcomes for the industry, government and the public at
large. Anyone who is approaching the subject matter will gain utmost
understanding of how ports are critical in the global economy and societal wellbeing.
Large ships transporting hazardous cargoes, notorious marine accidents, and damage
to marine ecosystems from tanker spills have heightened public concern for the safe
navigation of ships. This new volume offers a complete, highly readable assessment of
marine navigation and piloting. It addresses the application of new technology to reduce
the probability of accidents, controversies over the effectiveness of waterways
management and marine pilotage, and navigational decisionmaking. The book also
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explores the way pilots of ships and tugs are trained, licensed, and held accountable.
Minding the Helm approaches navigational safety from the perspectives of risk
assessment and the integration of human, technological, and organizational systems.
Air and marine traffic regulation methods are compared, including the use of vessel
traffic services. With a store of current information and examples, this document will be
indispensable to federal and state pilotage and licensing authorities and marine traffic
regulators, the Coast Guard, pilot associations, and the shipping and towing industries.
It will also interest individuals involved in waterway design, marine education, and the
marine environment.
Prompt and effective response to time-critical ship casualties and emergencies, for
example, by refloating stranded ships, can prevent marine pollution and economic
disruption of ports and waterways. The marine salvage industry, which conducts this
work, has undergone significant changes in the past two decades. This book evaluates
these changes and assesses the adequacy of marine salvage in the United States.
Among the issues addressed are conditions in the salvage industry; emergency
response-time; national salvage policy; workforce needs; salvage techniques; and the
contribution of the Navy to the national salvage capability.
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